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These 64 I-Ching Cards are presented in the style of classical Chinese paintings. A truly unique

deck, with beautiful watercolors that are accented with gold. Penetrate the ageless wisdom of China

through the keys of the I-Ching.
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Of all the I-Ching card decks I've seen, this one looks forward, not back to some pseudo-ancient

time, with a simple and serene beauty that is breathtaking. Online scans of the 64 cards don't do

them justice. The gold highlights of the symbols for example, are nigh invisible on a website. This

deck continues to grow on me, becoming more fascinating with the passage of time. I'm so taken

with it that I bought a second deck, should the first ever wear out. Not too likely, that; with excellent

card stock and deep colouring. The little booklet with it is more than adequate for I-Ching beginners,

and worthwhile for those more experienced. This is a great I-Ching card deck!

Please do yourself a favor. If you truly want to use the I Ching, look at the book translations. There

are a number of good ones out there. I find the ones written by Carol Anthony and Hanna Moog

esp. helpful, for inner journey. As they interpret the hexagrams as symbols for what is going on

inside of us. rather than the outer world. The language of I Ching is poetic and deep. The words

become alive, and new meanings come forward the longer I work with it. This is the beauty of this

tool, the Sage that comes forward to help us. To travel through the inner chaos without its help, is



foolhardy. It is a big reason why most self help things do not really work. The Presence of the Sage

is what sets the I Ching apart. These cards are ok, but one can so deep with the I ching, I have long

wanted a visual card deck to use along with the written translations. This one is interesting start of

this, as few westerners have attempted this. So my hat off to this artist. But it falls short for me. I

would love a I ching set that uses imagery to mirror the inner world, also would like cards to include

the name of the hexagram. as this is tougher oracle to learn, One basically has to learn 64 different

energy moves, that can then move in many more directions, but cool thing is that in doing this, one

learns the dance of life.

I first saw this wonderful deck on a tarot site and soon after purchased the deck. The cards are

flexible and thinly coated. The artwork is just like the box says... classical chinese watercolor

paintings. Simple , direct , and to the point. I feel in love with them immediately.The little white

booklet that comes with it is quite hefty ( 114 pages) and packed with information. Straight forward

,simple instructions for using the deck right away. It takes an ancient oracle and updates it for

modern people. I highly recommend this deck to anyone.

Some years ago I picked up this deck. I was fascinated with the I Ching and thought the cards

beautiful. I got into a routine that on each Sunday night I would pick a card to 'see' the coming week.

Over this time business was tough and I was facing challenges. The cards I picked seemed to alert

me to challenges and gave me some insight into what was going to come at me. To be fair I knew I

was in a tough time so the cards certainly corresponded to what was happening. Then one one

evening the all consuming card appeared and spoke of the coming change that would rock my

world but from which eventually I would come out the other side. In light of what was happening

work filled my thoughts of what could possibly happen in the coming week. That Monday, shortly

after 4:00 pm I got a call from my partner that she had moved out. No warning. No conversation.

Gone. As the card predicted my world was turned upside down however as it also foretold this was

only the beginning of a transformation into the most expansive and amazingly good part of my

life.Immediately after that Monday I put the deck aside. I didn't want to know what I would be facing.

And when the opportunity presented itself I gave the deck willingly to a friend and have not seen it

since. Was it this deck in particular? Were the cards connected to me in some way? I don't know.

And sometime I do wonder what my Sunday card would say now. I have seen the deck from time to

time on shelves and have been tempted but have never repurchased it.So this is what I can say

about this deck. It is very beautiful. Striking. However in my experience it assumes a connection that



is wonderfully and terribly accurate; something you should be aware of before you purchase it.

I have had a copy of this for years, and had "loved it to death"!! It is an absolutely wonderful

contemporary translation of mydear friend, the I CHING. I have 4 translations that I work with, but

this is by far the most understandable and spot-on of themall. It is written in contemporary parlance,

and I would highly recommend it to anyone--whether a novice or a long term user.

i love the art work and i have not read the book just got it a couple of hours but the few lines i have

read really shows the other views of the illuminati. i have used i ching on line before with great

success so after reading the reviews on here i thought i would give it a try.so i know it will meet my

expectations and more!!! thanks for reading my review!!

Love this set! Great addition to my daily inspiration. Only Dislike is the book is very small, same size

as cards, I do not expect it to hold together as long and as much as I will be using this deck....but

glad I have it and will just have to be gentle in use.
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